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5 A INCLUSIVE PROGRAM 

Between 1 and 13 Ilion children are 

or parents in the 

childhood settings across many 

configurations. has been much 

positive relationship school and home I 

childhood classrooms. A bond formed 

IS a a child's development 

and academic outcomes. tend to np,rrr.rYY\ 

Therefore, it is imperative that children see their 

lessons in schools. diversity 

teachers so 

The was to 

childhood settings. surveyed current 

inclusive practices are currently employing in 

background in LGBTQ issues. 

in early childhood classrooms were 

to gain real and insight 

LGBTQ parents were questioned about 

schools. Finally, information gathered 

by lesbian, gay, 

This means that in 

are coming to school 

to show a 

for children in 

families and early childhood 

to better social, behavioral, 

and have 

families represented 

for both and in

an 

what 

classrooms, as 

parents who have or had 

on their in an effort 

parent focus group 

surveys was used to a framework an LGBTQ inclusive for teachers 

to more diversity and how to incorporate these their 

classrooms. 
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definition and past few 

the implication has come to a of different 

meanings. In today's world, come in a range of structures and forms. More and 

more children are attending without a traditional mother father at home 

them. Some live in single live with 

or children are being of the 

or questioning community. In fact, 

estimates of the children in the United who have a lesbian or gay 

from I to 13 million (Fairtlough, 2008, p. 1). on the 

of children living with parents are not concrete u\;;\~a ..'" census 

information can only measure of unmarried same-sex who reported 

under Vardell, 

& Cassidy, , reports show States 33% 

same-sex male same-sex children under the 

e.ighteen (Kintner-Duffy et 11). 

Even within the community, there are many Some 

come from blended cases, children are 

Other 

are conceived by sperm insemination, surrogacy, or 

reproduction. Still other are fostered, adopted, or by 
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parents (Fairtlough, 2008, p. 521). In fact, research suggests that two out of every five 

adopted children are placed with LGBTQ families (Kintner-Duffy et a1., 2012, p. 211). 

Some children have more than two parental figures in their family. Diverse families are 

becoming more widespread. This growth of the non-traditional family can be attributed 

to positive social changes and the increasingly optimistic public responses to LGBTQ 

members of the community. 

As of December 20 13 in the United States, there are sixteen states that issue 

marriage licenses to same-sex couples. Three other states provide the equivalent of state

level spousal rights to same-sex couples (Human Rights Campaign, Marriage Equality 

and Other Relationship Recognition, 2013). Twenty one states currently allow same-sex 

couples to jointly petition for adoption. Two states, Mississippi and Utah, specifically 

prohibit same-sex couples from adopting (Human Rights Campaign, Parenting Laws: 

Joint Adoption, 2013). Six others have created obstacles for equal treatment. In the rest, 

parenting and adoption laws are unclear. Sometimes, adoption rights are treated on a 

case by case basis and ultimately left up to local judges. As of December 2013, twenty 

one states allow same-sex couples to file for a second parent adoption. Eight states 

prohibit same-sex couples from applying (Human Rights Campaign, Parenting Laws: 

Second Parent or Stepparent Adoption, 2013). Few states have any legislature 

concerning trans gender parents. However, change is coming. Support for same-sex 

marriage is at an all time high in the United States. With the repeal of the Defense of 

Marriage Act in June of 20 13, the federal government no longer defines marriage as just 

between one man and one woman. (Human Rights Campaign, Respect for Marriage Act, 

2013). With this change, many states are taking a closer look at their laws that relate to 
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LGBTQ individuals famil family structures are more common 

and accepted. That is it is more important than ever to 

in schools and early childhood educators with to ensure 

collaboration and that impact student learning and 

there is a way to LGBTQ 

their allies. of many areas that demand improvement includes childhood 

education. As and parents alike understand more about child development and 

school readiness, an additional focus been placed on early childhood education and 

its role in development. A strong childhood foundation can students to 

develop a love of learning the skills abilities needed to succeed in the 

future. families are mostly throughout the childhood field, 

or Gelnaw, & 2010,p. 

98). from LGBTQ who attend childhood are 

subjected to times in their lives. In fact, many 

that had been raised by parents their whole life are when 

find out that other people not approve of family. & Wickens 

(1992) discussed this discovery: 

children with gay parents who enter school for first and 

held an unquestioning aC(3erttar1C family, 

are suddenly confronted with countless situations in which totally 

family configurations are the norm. These children must contend with the 
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frequent family configuration as deviant or, perhaps 

most common, it is not n,,.H·p,opn at 115). 

Students have from their 

school officials, Students encounter homophobia, 

which can range from bathroom to heterosexual 

are assumed to heterosexual (Duke & 

2009, p. 386). and Straight Education a report in 

2008 that found that of students with LGBTQ ies have been verbally harassed 

in school v ....".<Au.,""' of their 23% felt 

school because LGBTQ n"'I"i'nTOO (p. 16). 

In from families may not see families 

in books, in their classrooms. exclusion can lead to of 

and doubt. students react by to hide tme family stmcture, 

others about or bullied. 

For teachers, LGBTQ material in classroom 

means own prejudices and for the common good of their 

students. hesitance that educators about inclusive materials be 

founded on or mistaken "tprpr,nl1""''' 

a common misconception among and is that teaching 

about issues involves sex Burt, Gelnaw, Lesser 1 0) point out: 

When we speak the parents a child one and one 

no one assumes we are talking about sex. Yet, we speak of a child's two 

mommies or two daddies, all a sudden, topic of sex often seems to be in 
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It is to this discrepancy, where it comes 

and understand that in both we are about 

families most central, formative In lives 

98). 

Teaching about same-sex does not to be directly to 

sex. The these teachings is to open minds 

and them with a sense of gratitude for diversity (Carter, 1 p.86). 

Some accidentally send wrong '."C>,J~F,~ to parents and children 

of of on how to 

Cahill Theilhelmer (1999) a situation many face, 

have approached them to if they think their young may be gay (p. 51). 

that their male child was only in playing with girls or he enjoyed 

teachers that standard was that all 

children and playing opposite {Tp,n/lf'" and was 

behavior children. The in this ""'An",", is that the 

parents should not worry because this is "normal" which implies that 

homosexuality is not is that should worried 

Cuffaro, Silin Wickens (1996) discuss a similar where 

teachers were responses to when about a 1 boy 

who enjoys wearing were similar: 

The need to reassure up In of the gender was 

within the ofnonnal our conversations. 

most used of the best 
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to reassure parents, we found it could convey a hidden and less positive message 

about homosexuality. If it is normal for a six-year old boy to dress in clothing of 

the other gender then he is okay, he is not gay. But, if he continues with this 

behavior in later years, then when is he no longer okay? When is it no longer 

normal? Do we imply by our language that being gay is abnormal? Do we also 

confuse questions of dressing in clothing of the other gender with questions of 

sexual orientation? (p. 277) 

These kinds of negative reactions and comments may confuse or trouble a young child 

who is a member of an LGBTQ family or who could eventually become a member of the 

community themselves. Teachers need to ensure that children feel safe and welcome in 

early childhood classrooms by making the classroom an inclusive place for all types of 

people and families. Early childhood students should feel safe to make their own choices 

and a developmentally appropriate environment encourages the utilization of diverse 

materials that allow for self-expression. 

Importance of LGBTQ Inclusion in Early Childhood Classrooms 

It has been proven that a child's sense of self and identity is closely tied to their 

family (Burt et ai., 2010, p. 97). Therefore, it is imperative for teachers to begin focusing 

on LGBTQ inclusion in the classroom. Research has found that how comfortable and 

supported a child feels in school and their academic and developmental performance has 

a deep rooted connection. Students flourish when there is a positive relationship between 

their home and school life. Students tend to perform better academically and socially 
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when early childhood work cooperatively with In addition, students 

tend to (Burt et a!., 20J 0, p. 98). 

Parental in childhood classrooms involved,IPnJAt1!p 

from children to families to school staff. A positive relationship between 

and early childhood educators is a key factor in a A 

allows parents to involved classroom 

helps beneficial 

so that information can be that 

involvement in early childhood education leads to social, behavioral, and 

outcomes (Morrison, Storey, Zhang, 2011, 21). and 

are in a chi school a better understanding of their IS 

In classroom. This results in parents able to school lessons at 

In addition, teachers who have relationships with often more 

rewarded appreciated in their (Morrison et aI., 2011, p. 

Other that this school to home (',lYl1''''f'T IS Fedewa 

and Clark (2009) wrote: 

benefits of strong home-school partnerships (referred also as 

school collaboration or connection) on children's 

outcomes have documented extensively research. When ties ....""nu'>"''' 

children's and schools are firmly established, children's academic and 

social flourish. Chi academic achievement when 

schools and families act as a team and I'f...."Ynl as well as exchange 

information 313). 
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In have shown that involvement in programs 

to literacy skills in reading comprehension, (Fedewa & 

2009,p.3 

Teachers have a special in the words 

students. A is not just to educate on academic matters, 

to guide and impact attitudes, and Teachers educate 

about the world to serve as (Szalacha, 2008, p. 

It is important to understand that words they use when 

LGBTQ children 

not say-affects what are learning about 

sexuality" (Cahill & Thei 

issues in a positive 

will 

and appreciated. 

, 1999, p.SS). Therefore, a 

is showing students how to 

students coming 

Teacher Preparedness in LGBTQ Inclusion 

"What she says-and 

other 

that discusses 

open-minded and 

families to feel 

One big obstacle families is of preparation 

Duke and (2009) found that "many,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, young children do not 

homophobia, heterosexism, 

and in their communities" not 

professional training or for teachers on important Issues 

knowledge, to 

& Boesen, 2012, p. 81). There are many who try to reach all children 

and their families. recognize that all of families are 
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and important. According to 

distinct advantages and 

LGBTQ inclusive 

There is generally an 

of the 

agenda 

one's A'Y'Tnrr zone 

176). 

Some teachers 

prior experiences or 

would feel comfortable 

bisexual people. 26% 

reported they would 

responded they would 

34% of teachers rpr,f'll1tp/i 

neither 

Some 

curriculum but fear 

members of the community. 

are met with a lack support 

practices, or a refusal to allow 

harassment from their 

and Stacey (2010), "Every family form 

children (p. 17). These teachers may want to 

are unsure of how to do so. Robinson (2005) 

or risk in doing social justice "'Ull"-'dllVl 

....For some, broadening 

to include sexuality can mean 

more knowledge' or more 

talking about LGBTQ of 

reported in 2012 that 48% of 

questions from their students about lesbian, or 

would feel uncomfortable, the 

nor uncomfortable. Only 41 

trans gender people with 

uncomfOliable and 

(p.2l). 

LGBTQ inclusive materials 

families, school officials, 

fear a variety of responses. Some 

officials, a questioning of their 

school. Others face hostility 

administration, or parents in the schooL 
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others from their jobs or ostracism within 

2005, p. 179). 

may be hmming children and unintentionally 

of preparation (Burt et aI., 2010, p. that never 

structures are implying families 

are heterosexuality is the norm, the message 

that anything and unwelcome (Burt et p. 

it is important to not anti-bias 

of teaching it. states: 

It is on broader societal JeveJ of not taking 

anti-homophobia and with 

in their early childhood education are most noticeable. The 

an array of homophobic and violence, hate crime 

and lesbian adult and youth supports this 

Administrators and teachers to for programs that protect 

and all offamily units. It is their own 

structure as acknowledged and 

can this inclusion by incorporating materials 

With this in mind, the current sought to explore four 

]. What studies have been done raised by LGBTQ 
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2. 	 What current methods of educating students in LGBTQ and diverse family 

structures exist? 	 do current childhood deal with 

and families in today? 

3. 	 What are the real-world experiences families in early childhood 

What would LGBTQ parents like to see done classrooms? 

4. 	 How can we use information collected from and to create 

an LBGTQ inclusive program for teachers regarding family diversity? 
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Literature Review 

Studies Regarding LGBTQ Families 

have numerous and done on the same-sex 

children. A majority of these come back positive 

results. one study conducted by Bos, Van and Van Den Boom (2007), one 

hundred lesbian were compared to one heterosexual parents on the 

child child used 

questionnaires, personal and observations to collect data. this 

study was that "Children in planned lesbian-parent do not 111 or 

child adjustment compared with their in heterosexual-parent families based 

reports of the et 2007, p. 45). fact, the study found that 

social or the nonbiological 

heterosexual (80S et 2007, p. 45). credit discrepancy to 

on 

and 

the long and difficult of getting many lesbian couples. 

lesbian are more to place value on their with their child 

Studies shown that it is '"-''''-''"''''' to secure relationships to 

adults in early of lives. One researched children's play and 

of appropriate developmental stages. Some of thesethem 

and lesbian Results of study showed no 

difference in the developmental attachment formed by children with lesbian parents as 

heterosexual 

to children (Perry, 

Golombok, 2004, p. 468). authors state 

secure relationships with adults. state that children have 

have TFWITl>"f1 
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representations themselves the doll as being valuable and worthy, 

depict mother doll as providing and protection, was the case in both the 

and families (Perry et 2004, p. 

There that a parent's 

orientation on The of the of studies found that 

orientation and identity do not affect development a child 

Patterson, 20 I 0, p. \66). Instead, universal such as relationship 

parent child, skills, parent seem to more into the 

been a variety family stmctures, 

including those biological children and that been TAI''lTIp·n through 

adoption. 

In studies that children lesbian parents develop as normally 

as Stacey and (2001) state: 

parents their children in no differences from 

heterosexual counterparts in psychological functioning. 

for styles children are at 

as "high" as those for study to 

date shows that parental sexual orientation effect on the 

quality of relationships or on chi mental health or 

adjustment, is no basis parental 

orientation in decisions about children's interest" (p, 176). 

addition, proven children U'"',",VI,,-"" or born to and 

parents the same of development as children born to 
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couples. Boys and similar across 

heterosexual and parents etaL, 2010,p. 175). 

Growing up a LGBTQ parent described by as having many 

In a Fairtlough (2008) on the affects of up with a gay 

parent, she people's accounts on their experiences. used 

diaries to examine experiences of children. Categories 

responses to their , sexuality, their of homophobia the factors that 

them survive the decision about whether to be open about their family 

situation, and on the young identity (p. 523). participants in 

study were different and recounted throughout Results of 

this study were 31 children gave predominantly positive accounts. 6 accounts 

were neutral were ambivalent. Only 3 young people negative 

accounts. that many children identified having a parent as making 

them more and honest UvVUlv parents for 

their courage and on coming out others attributed parents' sexual 

orientation as to make their wonderful people were. The 

Idren who of problems with parents often it was others' 

prejudices that to negative accounts. (2008) found that most 

of the young ..... "'v..... '''' interviewed as a 

problem. this prejudice, the recounted that it did not lead to 

struggles or unhappiness on their part. one girl stated understood deep . 

he was and I accepted it. disadvantage is that don't accept it." (p. 

524) 
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U nfortunatel y many of young children, the fact that they 

had lives, have pain because bias and prejudice aimed at their 

families. Fairtlough (2008) explains "For some the level anti-lesbian and 

they had experienced was so devastating or extreme, that positive 

feelings towards their parents, negative experiences dominated (p.525). 

children held no of ill-will or for parents 

out much rest of world These were not 

intolerant, they were taught from outside world. (2008) states: 

What came over most strongly in the people's accounts was that 

identified the problems they with a or gay parent 

arose almost from other u,",u'u,,", about lesbian gay 

people. young people In one or more three 

general or institutional, the family, and or (p.525). 

For people it is negative words peers 

school them most. Nearly half the people in study by 

(2008) that they heard homophobic comments from other children 

or parents at school. Others stated that they physical or verbal (p. 

Many children comments at of 

friends. heard them over and over the use of heterosexist television, 

mOVIes, other media that tell children homosexuality is wrong. 

"Frequently it arose from widespread use of with 

sexuality as an insult, homophobic disparaging comments about individuals and 
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from anti-lesbian and gay sentiments voiced in and in the 

they 2008, p. 525). 

young people turned to tmsted only to disappointed by them as 

well. (2008) writes: 

young people gave instances of court welfare 

judgments based on homophobic ...Although the 

sometimes had professionals, 

ones; person 

'helper' told him that Another 

how his social worker had presumed were related to his 

parents and not to the abuse had from his stepfather 

(p. 

many parents extra and stress that an 

can cause. Some to prove their parenting 

more their heterosexual different pressures: 

differences also ",...,."A,.("Arl and 

is, the lesbian more 

fathers that they have to quality of their parenthood 

et aI., 2007, p. 42). 

especially a non-biological felt the need to justify 

their children more a heterosexual male parent. 

phenomenon occurred social stigma that often surrounds 
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LGBTQ In addition to normal parenting are numerous extra 

and psychological stresses to LGBTQ parents. 

these psychological stresses LGBTQ may is the issue 

"coming out" to children's and administrators at school. 

of LGBTQ parents reported spoke to school administrators at the start the 

school about their families. stated spoken to child's 

family 2008, p. I LGBTQ stress 

confronting their sexual orientation with school (Casper et p.l 

These often fear Worse, some parents the repercussions their 

LGBTQ often a lack of by 

school if their IS In other cases, they are of things like 

violence, or loss custody ofthcir children McCarthy, 2009, p. 392). 

While the "",.,,0 .. '" out in 

others than the of not 

out. parents hazards not out outweigh 

the anxieties of revelations. believe children can not 

outlook on family configuration if it is hidden '-"'......au,>'" it sends the 

family is wrong or bad et at, 1 p. 121). 

It is essential teachers to of and fear that 

parents can have about teachers 

work hard to create a warm, UIv\,.lvlJlU in their In some states, 

laws are in place to the rights LGBTQ Unfortunately, even 

laws are in to protect families, attitudes and personal biases may not swayed 
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Therefore, LGBTQ may reluctant to come out personal 

reasons et aI., 1992, p. 121). In cases, need to understanding 

with 

While multicultural educational programs are there is I a way to go 

for issues. 81 % of reported their school implemented anti

policies in their schools, but only report include policies 

specifically mention orientation or gender identity (GLSEN, 2012, p. Anti

policies are for schools to hate and LGBTQ violence. 

on and bul are students repOli 

heard the term "gay" in a negative way in 91.4% state that 

this of negative and them 

Palmer, Gay, 20J I, p. 14). 71.3% that they have heard 

homophobic remarks frequently or 61.4% hearing 

statements about }',_".~_. students state have 

homophobic or (K.osciwet 2011, p. 1 

Unfortunately, only of students who reported harassment or In 

school said that ever reported incident to a teacher or administrator 

2008, p. 1 

seems to a severe deficit in diversity training who are 

looking the ways to LGBTQ in their classrooms. Unfortunately, 

many schools not taken necessary to make a safe, 
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for and families. Sadowski out are currently 

institutional-level steps to include ofLGBT

(p. 15). As a result, many teachers are not educated in 

In fact, "the majority of teachers did not much knowledge of LGBT 

exposed to professional or on 

(Kintner-Duffy et aL, 2012, p. 214). 

to professional development education classes for 

have been done in been done usually 

which includes slurs and 

and equality, which to treat all students 

and with the same respect and value 20084, p, 

In some newer cases, professional courses are offered to pre-service 

visibility ofLGBTQ issues in courses varies because of 

a Geography, accreditation and the expeliise of faculty 

are determining the quality or training regarding 

& Smith, 2012, p. 269). frequent results of the 

that teachers currently go more training is needed. 

Smith (2012) state: 

courses were crafted to help address 

"sensitivity", "tolerance", and , but "they were not U'-'~H;=:'ll'-'U to 

prepare teachers to identify or el inequities or to create 

learning environments. In words, multicultural teacher 

does not provide future with tools for understanding and 
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cultural norms structures 

curriculum, school-sponsored and events athletic events, 

and homecoming), or procedures for recognizing student achievement (p. 

are already classrooms, is usually 

through workshops can but most on 

personal homophobia and heteronormativity and practices, 

and cUlTiculum to combat homophobia (Szalacha, 2004, p. 

In to LGBTQ inclusive materials in the resources have 

limited. study on LGBTQ literature was by Jeff 10). 

He found that from the oec:aw:s were mostly by alternative 

and were one-dimensional and in their messages. In the past decade, 

more Storylines have and same-sex 

have become JUIJ'IJVl characters as take (p.38). 

books are not always made available to teachers. Sapp 10) notes: 

that has not is the swiftness conservative groups ban 

kind themes. the books 

banned; some are among books 

An examination of the American Library list of the most challenged 

1990 and showed 515 were challenged of 

send mixed to children unintentionally 

messages. which includes both and against 

gay is responsible for the assumption that is heterosexual proven 
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otherwise" (Casper et aI., 1992, p. 112). Heterosexism can be damaging to children who 

have LGBTQ parents or could be LGBTQ themselves in the future. Many teachers 

perform these heterosexist acts without thinking of the consequences. For example, Neal 

Lester (2008) gives example of a Kindergarten class learning that the letters "Q" and "u" 

go together by performing a mock wedding between "Mr. Q" and "Miss U". This 

implied heterosexuality is unconsciously impacting young children (p. 57). 

As a result of the deficit in diversity training, students are not being exposed to 

information that may represent themselves or their families. Only 16.8% of students 

reported that they were taught positive representations about LGBTQ people, history, or 

events in school. 44.1 % of students stated they could find information about LGBTQ

related issues in the school library. In addition, 42.1 % of students reported they were 

able to access LGBTQ related information online via school computers (Kosciw et aI., 

2011, p. 16). 

Overall, there has not been much research done on teacher preparation courses 

dealing with LGBTQ issues. Minimal studies have been done on the topic of preparing 

pre-service teachers to work with LGBTQ youth and their families. This provides a 

unique challenge for educators looking to fix this problem. An easy way to resolve this 

challenge is to begin addressing LGBTQ issues in teacher education courses (Dykes, 

2010, p. 37). 

There is hope for the future. GLSEN released a report in 2012 regarding the 

climate of diversity in elementary schools in the United States. GlSEN reported that 

57% of teachers in schools would be supportive of efforts to address LGBTQ families. In 
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addition, school and 51 of other staff were also 

to (p. 19). 

need for LGBTQ is apparent. While 85% of '''''''-..'''vl 

reported that have diversity training on multicultural 

reported the content included families or gender 37% of 

on gender and only 

training on families with LGBTQ When surveyed, one in 

three need development on 

and and \"n,,'v,n with fami] 2012,p.21). 

While regarding their are not 

common, has been some research in the past decade. Most these 

were only 2, with earliest dating back to 2005. Results of these 

are similar a a a more diversity 

training course. Most demonstrate that a diversity training or workshop is an 

way to teachers aware diverse structures. 

One on LGBTQ was done at 

a large Midwestern university. The authors the study were instructors of.Ld.J'~V"v. 

Human Diversity course on of diversity and 

In authors sessions and 

bisexual There were 84 teachers place in discussions. 

http:2012,p.21


A LGBTQ rNCLUSIVE 

These participants were straight, white, Christian females (Schmidt, 

Carolan-Silva, AnagnostopouJos, 2012, p. 1179). 

The showed that the majority of pre-service 

identified LGBTQ homophobia as very real subjects that 

addressed in teachers identified the slurs, 

physical and families are often faced with. 

with these students injustices 

that nt""'p", 

was teachers stated that it is the 

'-'''I-'''-''-'AUlly LGBTQ youth and 

participants educated in LGBTQ issues and "focused on 

teachers' twofold in preventing harassment and reactive to 

that et al., 2012, p. 1180). The 

teachers could and openness, including monitoring 

speech, modeling challenging offensive language. 

Carol conducted a study to analyze the attitudes 

teacher In study were 

selVlce participants completed two 

Pre-service teachers also wrote 

on factors like language, race, 

ethoicity, etc. participants shared short reading responses to 

prompts. 
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Results of this study showed that many pre-service teachers felt it was their 

responsibility to stop any homophobic remarks or hate-talk they overheard. However, 

some teachers felt that was where their duty stopped. One teacher conveyed the message 

that students could hold any homophobic views they wanted, as long as they didn't 

express them in the classroom. Another teacher took the opposite stand and stated that by 

teaching tolerance and acceptance, she was sending a positive message to her shldents 

and could perhaps open some minds. A majority of the teachers stated that while 

forbidding hate speech is beneficial, there is much more that can be done. Many of these 

teachers discussed their limitations and described not knowing what more to do besides 

expressing that certain language is not tolerated. Many articulated desire for more 

training. Clark (2009) states: "When these pre-service educators were asked how they 

could be better prepared to teach against heterosexism and homophobia, students pointed 

out how their teacher education courses could take on these issues more directly, 

particularly through texts, and then provide some models for discussion in depth" (p. 

710). The results of this study showed that while many teachers have positi ve intentions, 

many teachers in the United States are unprepared for teaching LGBTQ youth and their 

families. 

Another study was conducted by Elizabeth Payne and Melissa Smith and 

published in 2012. This study examined the Reduction of Stigma in Schools (RSIS), 

which is a professional development program that aims to educate teachers on how to 

create welcoming environments for LGBTQ youth and their families. Between 2006 and 

2009, over one thousand educators in the Central New York area were trained using the 

Reduction of Stigma in Schools program. Data for this study included workshop 
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evaluations, and follow-up model includes six 

areas: 1) the connection nPT·U/?';> social and behaviors of youth 

connection between academic success 3) LGBTQ 

youth which can include schoQI and in K-12 

schools 5) youth narratives and 6) tools change & Smith, 12, p. 270). 

of this showed that the most important learned teachers as 

a was how to stop harassment and homophobic remarks in 

teachers the to end In schools and 

their a youth After workshop, a 

majority of the '~uv"·"A to display "safe stickers on classroom 

so knew they were These "",,,,,-,,,,... 1 

stated they felt a for youth and mainly on 

the language that was allowed forbidden in the classroom. Overall, were 

taken away the workshop, but most teachers the 

for continued education on the topic (Payne & 2012). 

As part a study at a southeastern university, a course to 

childhood education students to create welcoming, inclusive 

environments for families. All students that were enrolled in course 

were invited to as 

while the as (Kintner-Duffy et at., 2,p. 

222). were to questionnaires prior the and their 

III Participants were about knowledge LGBTQ 
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m to as well as to incorporate these topics into 

The of this study showed marked changes in attitudes of the 

service teachers as compared to pre-test answers. Many participants 

an awareness of as well as prejudices 

these majority also had learned invaluable 

ideas that would in creating an inclusive environment in their classrooms. 

students much more open discussing issues thought they would 

now be more comfortable <:>rlrirp.,oc Some felt 

needed to find a between their personal and professional responsibilities. 

Those VvU'-ll>v; who had never dealt with LGBTQ they felt more 

comfortable with the Those who were morc familiar with Issues 

felt they move silence towards advocacy 

that early childhood diversity 

should 1) experienced and knowledgeable faculty who are able to respond to 

personal conflicts may because discussion LGBTQ 2) oppOltunities 

for to the similarities and headed by 

heterosexual LGBTQ parents 3) strategies to 

implemented in their to create a welcoming inclusive environment and 4) 

opportunities for students to create (Kintner-Duffy et 2012, p. 

One study was in Northern California with m 

relation to The Laramie Project. Laramie Project is a play on interviews done 

with Wyoming a 21 old college named 
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Matthew Shepard was murdered. This study used 

tool in a teacher 

harassment 

diversity. 

Elementaty: 

103). Students were 

the professors led 

homophobia in 

course to educate 

the course allowed four to 

on LGBTQ 

issues in Schools 

to attend a production 

Project as an educational 

about homophobia 

to 

the video it's 

Wong, 2008, p. 102 & 

Laramie Project. 

in discussions about homophobia and the impacts of 

study used pre-

The area of study was divided into five topics: I) how aware 

about LGBTQ 

how 

service 

service teachers' sense 

Project (Elsbree & 

Results 

positive difference 

Project were a part of 

how comfortable pre-service 

teachers were 

were impacted by The 

responsibility and 

102&103). 

that classroom UH1"V!"U'~" 

views of 

to the fact that 

cUlTiculum. Results showed that 

to gather data. 

teachers were 

felt addressing LGBTQ 

issues 4) how 

5) how were pre

by The 

made a 

In addition, a 

The Laramie 

teacher education 

programs are essential to solving homophobia in schools. In addition, students reported 

that instructional such as attending the play in with instruction 

alone helped them hpr'rHY'''' more aware of LGBTQ more comfortable 

discussing 
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Another was done to evaluate a two-day training in New York City 

public schools on the of students and families in 

schools action and welcoming 

Two-hour training workshops on and youth were 

provided to all teachers, administrators, mental health providers working in schools 

in New York City. 77% of participants were teachers, 10% were school 

and 1 health (Greytak et 2, p.84). 

The of one year to or more 

teaching. 1,647 educators completed surveys before training. 459 completed 

post-training questionnaires weeks then months after the workshop. 

were to teachers had not gone yet. 

on four points: awareness, empathy, intervention, 

and 

of this study found that the training increased pal1icipants' knowledge 

appropriate terminology, for LGBT and 

with and other and 

in activities to create safer school environments. 1t found that LGBTQ diversity 

training increases ""''',\''11''''' awareness LGTBQ and their Willingness to become 

(Greytak et 201 p.92). 

Laura (2008) wrote about need LGBTQ training for 

teachers. She detailed a on 97 

teachers at a California state who on educating 

youth their families in schools. Results found while some students were 
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resistant, pre-service teachers were open welcoming to type of curriculum. 

Many of the students the about diversity 

and spoke to be in schools (p. 72). 

Szalacha (2008) also training programs teachers. Results 

indicated over half students in had 

diversity more compared to one quarter students who reported 

feeling supported at without Many of 

for continued education. fact, of professional staff reported 

need more training (Szalacha, 2008, p. 74). 

Payne Melissa (2011) wrote an article benefits 

possible of various programs. such was the 

Massachusetts Safe Program, which is the only workshop that LGBTQ 

on a level (p. 178). program the for Gay-Straight 

the importance establishing supportive youth 

their However, this not requ any for 

program authors discussed was "Out For , which was 

adopted in 1 included presentations, iances, and 

development. of this workshop that while the 

was beneficial, they desired more information resources (Payne & 

2011, p. 178). 

program authors was Equity in Model which 

was a professional development program for Results of this 

professional found teachers were more aware cultural 
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and Pal1icipants how homophobia was the obstacle to 

diversity and they hadn't realized how homophobic their schools 

could & Smith, 11, p. 179). A workshop was a diversity(Y_Tf.'rrn 

program that was in New School District. 

professional development was a 30-hour long course that included as 

sexism, heterosexism, and homophobia. 50 teachers participated in this course. 

who completed the program reported being more committed to addressing 

homophobia and heterosexism in their schools. 

Inclusion materials lessorls is extremely important to 

youth and LGBTQ as well as and has been 

research to assess the for a 

inclusive into 

Author Laurel (2005) and on 

She states: 

is not gender not 

necessarily correspond to chronological up or their genitals. 

There are who as male or people who claim 

are both female (p. 

Dykstra (2005) proper ways to communicate young VU'."'.u,",u. She oroposles 

the words and when to children than 

"all". grow up to men" or "Most men don't breasts" 
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(p. 9). In addition, she children to question 

assumptions. Another """"'[w,'1¥Y1 is pointing out not 

follow typicall'rP''1l1t'" a woman who is a construction 

important tip is to and intolerance. She 

should allow to in the classroom and implores not to shyLUU.,..,ULv 

away from hard questions. In addition, advises calling students by 

pronouns they with. 

Dykstra (2005) classroom lessons and activities 

teachers, She dress in that color 

including days for pink having extra 

shldents in school, and who choose not to to 

snacks or drinks with their a non-gendered toy or doll in 

classroom is addition, Dykstra (2005) proposes not 

identifying this toy by that it is neither a boy nor a girl. a 

well-s,tocked dress-up costumes is another 

makes. As for materials in the the author advises to find non-traditional 

items, such as sparkly tools or colored trucks to appeal to all students. 

(2005) also recommends books, and other 

smart, fierce girl characters boy characters. The 

not shying away from students, but 

definition of stereotyping identify stereotypes in their own 

also to their to try new activities 

comfort zone (p.ll). 
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The Poverty Law Center a guide for ,",U'-l,",""V' about 

tolerance. article numerous to support LGBTQ youth and their 

and recommends several can in the One 

makes is to pnTT"'{'P 

article to wear are allowed to 

wear them. The to empower students to 

through their an LGBT-Inclusive School 

p.3). having a bathroom students to 

comfortable in. 

The also addresses bullying. It enforcing anti-bullying 

policies language or violent behavior. In addition, can 

coordinators are trained to bullying The 

openly with and about bullying 

educating students and about bullying myths and misconceptions. authors 

identifying bullying in the school taking immediate action to 

eliminate as feel Another ~"I"'M"~ is to 

define bullying and the that constitute bullying, and ensure that 

and consequences for actions (Teaching Tolerance, 

an -Inclusive Climate, p. 3 

trying to create a inclusive 

involve the that teachers use when talking their students. example, 

of this to mother father", can say this 

home to family" or this to at (Burt et ai., p. 100). 
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fact, parents how they families what words they would like 

to use can also Another is reviewing 

language that is used in the classroom to ensure it not exclude In addition, 

can celebrate Family instead or Day. Teachers 

also to ensure the fiPl'1fH'l' equality, For boys 

and can both be on actions as well as their (Burt et aI., p. 

101). 

Inclusive and i should always utilized in parent and 

orientations. with terms to allow 

multiple mother or roles, guardians, or other members the family (p. 86). 

the author makes is VU<H'E>""E> pronouns when speaking to 

gender and author ,J"f~F,"'",J<0 

not that a woman will have a boyfriend or husband, and vice versa. 

Author (2007) a variety to be used by 

10 She usmg that p0l1ra ys a 

offamily structures. recommends talking openly with nontraditional 

author then on to list many books that are appropriate for childhood 

that address nontraditional For example, Three, 

by J. Richardson and Parnell, is a wonderful story about two male penguins 

that raise a baby together (p.19). 

Jill (2007) also nr""",,,,",, <",<,Lv""" resources, 

The author "vu,""'~'" numerous books for young children that are wonderful depictions 

For example, 's Favorite is a pleasant book that the 
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of adoption her two Other depict families 

do not For example, Family Book 1 2 3: A Family 

Counting TTf",'",n, from other books in their they depict 

with (p. The author also 

as the Talking About Issues teachers 

can make more comfortable LGBTQ In classrooms. 

Other incorporating inclusive into academic 

Rowell advises "choosing inclusive literature 

early childhood standards promotes goals objectives related to 

and about human diversity" (p. The 

how to incorporate inclusive literature into all areas of academics. She suggests 

Flying c. which the story a old 

two moms who a and Buster: 

's by Marc Brown can be used to a family with two moms and 

the of making maple sugar. such as All Families Are Special by NOima 

Simon, Family by Parr, and How My to Be - Papa, 

Me by Andrew R. Aldrich, can all be used social lessons to discuss 

different types families (p. 

are many can do to ensure 

a display lives with you?" for 

children staff to show their families. Classroom materials such as puzzles, 

photos, and Is should representative of all different 

et al., 20 I0, p. 100). Teachers are also to guest to 
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sensitive that they not have experience with (Wolfe, 2006, p. 201). 

can bring in LGBTQ parents to speak about challenges they've faced 

answer questions may 

Human Rights Campaign in with formed a 

starter ki t of U~r,S"'" and tips teachers can in their classroom. of 

these is using neutral telIDS with the students. saymg 

morning everybody" of "good morning boys and the 

what it means to be an ally. article 

recommends providing plenty of resources students to see people outside 

stereotypes. Teachers can demonstrate to students there are many different 

ways to a boy or a The also avoiding where 

students are to based on such as sitting on one and boys 

on another. 

released a and administrators in 20J 2 dealing 

LGBTQ in their suggests grouping another 

other than birth month. authors 

inclusive classroom by writing math problems that involve 

(p. toolkit recommends lessons to in the to 

diversity awareness. The set of on bullying, 

and bias. messages attention to bullying and the fact one 

a difference. It identifies in their classroom and 

also students to like to 

included and excluded from majority. next set call students to 
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explore the of world family, as well as the and of 

various family members. Others focus on families that children see on television and the 

importance of showing to diverse family structures. The last set of ""J,JV"'" 

at gender diversity. It VvU''''''''' on VB'"",,, of stereotyping 

explains how to an ally to Others help students identify 

the expectations and messages that are in terms of 0'0'111,>," roles in and 

asks how can those 9-48). 
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Methods 

Overview 

This looked at the issue diversity in childhood from a 

variety Five were interviewed their 

and their children's childhood classrooms. They were 

asked to recount both and negative. were also 

on their rpr'Pntlf' as an LGBTQ family from administration, 

other and families. were 

lessons, and they would like to see in future By 

experiences of LGBTQ childhood classrooms, the 

sought to types of are useful to 

utilize in a classroom, as well as pitfalls to avoid. 

of this study surveyed eighteen childhood educators. 

were short questions concerning pedagogy family 

diversity. They were on cutTent teaching practices, 

materials, developmentally lesson and communication with 

Participants were also to discuss previous diversity training they had received. 

were whether would interested in learning more about 

and likely would to a workshop. goal of was to 

explore the current practices that are childhood classrooms to 

engage welcome all including information 
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these is also vital to construct modifications and adjustments to curriculum, 

and to them more diverse. 

addition to and two to early childhood centers were 

conducted to gather additional qualitative information. Specifically, purpose of 

visits was to assess personally the atmosphere center. Observations were made 

matetials available in the classrooms, wording on sent 

to general feeling and welcoming. 

There were 23 total engaged in this study. These participants 

consisted 5 LGBTQ childhood who 

participated in study lived in or Massachusetts. the 5 

were females identified as The parent was a 

as gay. All 5 parents are in a relationship or married to a 

of same sex. All of the more one child. the 

families consist a household with 2 children, one family 3 

has 4 children. Three out of five of families twins. who 

participated in study and their children live either York, New or 

were chosen based on willingness to this 

teachers participated in this study. came from a variety 

public and private schools Staten New of 

female ......u ..... ,,·v, different ethnicities, came personal 

educational backgrounds. Of the 18 contributing , .....u~,,·v, 1 currently taught Birth
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3 currently Pre-Kindergarten, 2 currently taught 4 

currently 2 currently 

Those ,-UI"'-"'''VI 

3 currently taught yd and 3 

currently yd and grade expressed 

that they taught in an early childhood classroom in the who 

participated in survey came from a variety public schools on Staten 

York. who participated this reported on the 

socioeconomic status of that attend their the J8 2 

reported their had both and lower families, 2 teachers stated 

socioeconomic status their school was upper 2 middle class, 3 lower 

class, 4 reported upper middle and 5 they were unsure. 

Site Selection 

this study place in different 

Three were Childhood 

Center, located in Staten Island at this come from a variety 

middle to upper class.of backgrounds and are 

teachers nfl-'uP" teach at P .S. 3: The Gioiosa Plains 

School. This is located on the South Shore Staten Island has 1007 students 

enrolled. The students are mostly at 83.1 

that came from was The 

Hankinson School. school 873 students enrolled in grades Pre-Kindergarten 

through grade. The students in this school are predominantly at 76.06% 
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with a smaller population at 1 from this school describe 

socioeconomic status of the as class. 

from 65: The Academy Learning participated in 

this on the North has students 

enrolled. school a morc diverse population 31.39% 

Caucasian, 24.05% African American, and 34.1 being Hispanic. 

Other m survey at P.S. : The Richmondtown 

School. school grades 

The majority students are Caucasian, at 79.1 

from P.S. 55: Henry M. Boehm School participated this 

This South elementary school has 667 enrol Its families are 

predominantly Caucasian are middle to 

the purpose of this study, I visited two early childhood centers. The two 

centers were located in different was The in Edison, 

New The half programs 

6 weeks to 5 years old. The provide a welcoming 

for students and In addition, center provides a variety enrichment 

programs such as music and art. This center has a very large population, most of 

whom are middle 

The center I for study was I AI'''' TP'rI In 

Brooklyn, New York. This early childhood center enrolls chi ages 3 months to 6 

old. center full half an 
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population of enrolled in center. This center has mostly middle 

this study by and receiving approval Wagner College's 

Human Subject Review Board (Appendix A). I then part the 

which was to out LGBTQ to interview. were interviewed through e

mail, phone conversations, or in person based on convenience to the participants. All 

parents were provided with a detailed the purpose of the as well as 

the consent All contributing were awarelrH"lT1P'" 

participation in the study was voluntary confIdential. They were told 

could choose not to answer any they uncomfortable with could choose 

to end interview at time without data occurred in 

and March 2014. Parent interview can be found Appendix 

Information parent interviews was compared and contrasted in a for 

common themes was then compiled as 

data. 

I a short, for childhood ,",UI.i\..<JCLVl (Appendix 

D). were sent the survey through e-mail and option to partake. 

chose to contribute to the study. Participants were TAr,.""·,, of their 

confidentiality and privacy through informed consent They 

had the option to skip any they did not comfortable 
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was in Febmary March of2014. 

were n>I"Arfipri as quantitative 

Finally, I out to the directors at the two centers for permission to visit I 

or more, and was given access to look at that went 

to parents, materials, everyday activities. I was 

the opportunity to observe teacher interactions with as well as 
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The interviews surveys were the main sources of gathered information this 

study. Interviews and questions were created by researcher. of 

were flP'OTrt" at the conclusion the All quantitative 

responses were analyzed 

Out of 5 parents that were interviewed, all rep0l1ed positive 

experiences when dealing administrators, teachers, staff, and at 

childhood centers. AU 5 stated for most teachers and 

administration had been QIAA4J'11 welcoming to family. Two of the 5 

parents that they felt their family been completely 

everyone encountered. one participant stated, "Everyone has wonderful. 

The teachers always made a to llS feel my 

feel included. I cou Idn' t " Another that was so 

comfortable with teachers and at her child's school that often volunteers 

She "We never any outward 

1 am an member of school's as well have 

always been out with them. currently seems to be no surrounding our 

family. The people in have been 

date, we have not not from school or our 
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young or old. I myself lucky!" 3 other parents that they 

with the general, with from others 

ranging from to 

All 5 of interviewed parents were to come up at one 

experience that truly out as memorable. One father recounted his concern that 

was Mother's and that his children would feel out. 

recall s, "I to teachers time, was very 

understanding helpful. She had on their gifts early." 

Another parent told a story about her child's first day of Kindergarten. 

had just to township a and were unsure the type of reception 

would says, "I went to and how they 

twins in our system and I way, our is lucky enough to 

two Moms.' principal, without a beat said, 'twins are always placed in 

and families are '" Other recounted how 

felt grateful to L"Qlvl1'''' and staff for One 

parent articulated that the staff and inconsequentially as 

such, which is her to feel ordinary. Another parent a specific 

a environment. "We one teacher who was so 

supportive our 8 about her family in 

classroom, as well as encouraging my volunteer with " 

Two 5 parents that they have numerous teachers 

in their One parent know the talk 

openly to about their two the kids. One us a 
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about she a one my 'oh sure, my Daddy 

mistakes all , The asked, D or Daddy J?" Another 

stated, the teacher refers to me as my family name 'lma' which is the 

for 'Mom'. My teacher definitely uses the terms Ima and 

Mommy for my with ease." rest of the ease with 

teachers inclusive language seemed to based on individual 

thoughts about the LGBTQ community. 

Parent Interview Results - Negative Findings 

the positive 3 out of the 5 harmful 

these came subtle homophobic 

remarks or other families. participant spoke about how 

their have on individuals. She 

supportive, others stated that while some 'vu"'U''"'~ parents, and staff were 

She recounts, them' areal!their 

offamilies and so exciting that you have two and such. Other tcachers 

say little remarks to our or just don't seem to want to with us as parents. 

a 'normal' with a year came home a timesOur 

and a based on some teacher's comments." She discussed 

homophobia isn't always blatant srt:sot:l:l. but takes comments 

such as, "you don't a family." 

"Mywho was bullied on school her family. 

daughter was bullied on the bus this year, not in a malicious but kids 
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'I've never heard a family two Mom's'. I contacted the 

school counselor, who is doing a job of with our daughter on her 

and how to handle such situations. But I feel the school addressed bigger 

is still not on a level. " same participant 

also frustration done at the school to promote 

states, have to say, knowing they will have an 'alternative' family in school 

at least 6 years, I would have a more proactive stance changing 

on etc. I have to cross out 'Dad' IS 

when answer is to parent 1 parent 21" 

A common throughout all parent interviews was desire for more to 

done for inclusiveness in schools. participant stated despite their numerous 

attempts to reach out to their teachers to a resource for 

never contacted to contribute. She stated, to remind teachers 

at begirming of to use inclusive times it is as simple saying 

verses "Mom and " mother a desire to see more 

resources available her classrooms. she not seen 

any diverse materials in children's classrooms, but have had absolutely no 

VUJ.'vll,'''' with in books that our family. first 

class had a family teacher was very when we sent in 

Book to help discussion." In fact, none of the 5 parents have 

seen and other in the that reflect makeup their 
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parent did describe a book on family diversity in the featured 

cross-racial adoption, but was unsure if it aLGBTQ Iy. 

All 5 parents desire for to continue to embrace and welcome 

and to this with One participant hope that 

teachers, if they overhear a tricky conversation about why my have two moms, will 

impart wisdom that all are '''''C.o·",,'' and wonderful in their own !" Another 

her to equipped with appropriate 

and curriculum for the classroom. about a for teachers to 

more inelusive when 0""'''''''-'''''- about family matters in the classroom, which in tUI11 helps 

children be more accepting as well. contributor always strcss the 

use of inclusive terminology, and am slowly the "standard forms" in our 

school district." 

All of also discussed how having a diverse plays a 

In they their family. All talked how their 

ly situation helped them to school other important 

life One parent stated, chose to move to our current town on the 

quality of the school so it was a for us. our 

children to a public school which they would feel nurtured and challenged. we 

live in Massachusetts we that our would a chance 

at a little bit andior tolerance in the system, so 

to move to this we simply narrowed down the towns by school ratings." 

Another parent stated, "I visited a few .1"l'C...O." schools to check out facilities and talk 

to administrators about their educational approach. 1chose based on with 
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the and it, I admit was also a " another 

said, "We at school in Massachusetts and a town to move to that 

well in MCAs and other tests/rankings. most important factors in our 

process was affordable housing good school as we public 

our children." 

One articulated she the of only family 

the neighborhood. stated, "We do not community. We do not 

of any that looks ours in the process of 

our community, we look, and act like any family. 

And in long run, for any our kids to see us as equals!" 

In addition, all 5 that prior to a new school year, they address 

their unique family situations with and at the school in one way or 

One parent voiced, "I informed that we were a two-Dad 

Everyone was perfectly welcoming. r spoke to my kids' both last year 

this year about our family structure to make sure they'd be " Another parent 

"Discussion before school teacher! By the our 

got to grade (in same school since Kindergarten), answer was 'yeah .. I 

heard already' so I assume the teachers talk! I can by their reaction how 

'accepting' will We are active Class field trip 

etc. so it makes a things' without really 

them." Other parents felt they communicate with their children's 

and took a more said, "I did not hold a 

meeting with either 2 but both lead have very 
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forthcoming about requesting information about our dynamic. have asked 

me questions regarding our children us, example, and have been very 

at their to us our kids and 

family dynamics. I have never inclination they were uncomfortable in 

way with our family " Another said, was made clear in the admission 

we sent but not more than My and I are very clear we 

to our children's that our family two moms. girls are about it 

too." 

Many communicated their to act as a and model for 

children and families. "[ think we are so involved 

we set an without an explanation. It the nOim that one of both their 

Moms will at something. are connecting with us to make sure 

their labels correct, Mommy vs. Mama." All parents voiced how they prepare 

children to any possible homophobia or A stated, "My 

son, who is 6 old, seems to have no or with having two moms. So 

he sees it as and when by classmates if has two moms, seems to 

reply a simple 'yup!' My daughter, who is 4, does not seem to show 

understandi ng an alternative plays 'mom and dad' 

her toys. date, 1 not tried to deep or meaningful with 

either them regarding our structure. I am sure I will the comes." 

parent the time about ollr family is different from 

so aware that other our family structure. We always 

present our family in a positive light and say makes us is what us 
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special', and we hope that will help combat 

We don't specifically tell about homophobia because we don't want them to 

they're on defensive meeting new or that they to be worried 

them about our family. homophobia does arise, we will deal with it 

immediately. My will entering P,"cr'A,'tpn this a public If 

evcr encounter homophobia or closed-mindedness I will 

be marching through the their school immediately to the situation." 

Many the credited as the course of action to take 

met with about their family structure. "We are 

involved parents. school volunteer positions, we coach various teams in theHCP'O'f1,"C 

township wide recreational system. We are not afraid to clarify when someone 

mistakenly asks about a 'father/dad' in our family. We never have bcen to correct 

strangers so people within the district is not 

uncomfortable either. We up often when introducing for 

example, at back to school night. We prepare our children for possible reactions 

In vanous we set an by never letting an innocent comment 

make comments that are easily brushed off, but I never ever 

brush them off when my kids are present. has happened since infancy. I give 

them all the appropriate words to share with kids their own age. For example, 'Yes, 

two Mom's can have children with the of we have to 

share more detailed information that we wished about our family. Just to prepare our 

children for questions that will inevitably come. Our 8 year old now that it 

takes a an to a baby, two Mom's provide only two 
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Without the help the sperm donor, would be no babies in this family. We could 

have pushed this conversation off at a or but 

with other kids at school, we it was important to have this discussion 6 months to 

prepare " Another contributor discussed how exposure helps her children proud 

their family. tell are all normal, and normal for us 

is 2 Moms. We to proud their gay Moms. They to 

pride parades, and we march with other families, this helps identify with this 

ofpeople in a positive way. All our are proud of our We also give 

them to use if kids are are lucky enough to 

Moms" family our school. helps and we that 

are so that our children see more than typical Mom-Dad version of " 

voiced that she their children to combat any homophobia they 

with our kids that all families to have 

is 'Jove' no matter what the family like parents, two Dads, two Moms, 

Grandparents etc. In some ways we feel like we have not prepared them for the possible 

bully who will only But we hope that they know are 

10ved and supported - no matter what comes way!" 

Teacher Quantitative Survey Results 

The focused on how, if at all, diversity in 

most (83%) responded that they lessons on classroom. Of the 18 
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family diversity at least once a year, while only 3 teachers (17%) responded they never 

teach inclusive family diversity lessons (Figure 1): 

• How often do you teach lessons that deal with family diversity? 

How often do you teach lessons that deal 
with family diversity? 

• Never _ 1- 2 times a year . 3 - 4 times a year . 5 + times a year 

Figure 1 


The teachers also reported the various ways they incorporate family diversity into 

their lessons. One teacher responded "As part of our unit on families, we discuss all the 

different types of families. Some have two people, some have many people. All families 

are different, but all families love and care for each other." Another reported, "I have 

family members come to the classroom to read with, do cooking lessons, and visit circle 

time with the children. Simple exposure to our families illustrates to the children how we 

live together." Other teachers stated that they incorporate diversity issues into health 

lessons, anti-bullying lessons, and social studies lessons. A major theme that occurred 
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throughout the teacher responses was that they addressed family diversity through culture 

and tradition lessons. As one teacher puts it, "Our social studies curriculum has an entire 

unit focused on families. Some of the lessons include: All Kinds of Families, Families 

Change, Families Have Customs and NYC Families. In other units about "Self," we also 

include lessons on cultures and beliefs." Another responded, "During social studies we 

spoke about how families have different cultures and traditions. We spoke about different 

celebrations that different families take pali in . We spoke about how families are made 

up of different types of people who come from different places around the world ." The 

teachers also reported that they used conversations and children's books as a stepping 

stone to addressing this issue. 

The surveyed teachers also repolied on the kinds of materials they had available 

in their classroom that showcased family diversity. The most common material used to 

express diversity was books. 15 out of the 18 teachers surveyed (83%) reported that they 

had books in their classroom library that reflected family diversity (Figure 2). Other 

popular choices included classroom pictures that depicted families, neutral wording on 

forms sent home to parents, and dolls: 
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• 	 What kinds of materials are available in your classroom that reflect 

diverse family structures? 

What kinds of materials are available in your 

classroom that reflect diverse family 


structures? 


Nothing or N/A 
Other 

I 
J 

Dress-up clothes 
Dolls 

Classroom pictures 
Neutral wording on forms 

Toys 
Puppets 

Figure 2 Books 
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pictures 
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Other 
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Teachers also described the various ways they use inclusive language in their 

classroom. While half of the teachers admit to using the terms "MomlMommy" or 

"Dad/Daddy" when addressing their students, most also repOit they change this 

vocabulary based on the shldent they are talking to because they know the living 

situations of all the children in their classroom. Four of the teachers (22%) reported they 

use the word "parents" or "guardians" when speaking to their students. Five teachers 

(27%) used creative terms such as "the grown-ups at home", "the adults that Jove and 

care for us", or the "aduIts at home". 
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As Figure 3 shows, the number of teachers that specifically address family 

diversity such as LGBTQ parents as opposed to the number of teachers that do not 

address the issue are split. Out of the 18 surveyed teachers, one-third agree that they 

address these issues with their students (Figure 3): 

• 	 I address diverse family structures (such as LGBTQ parents) in my classroom. 

I address diverse family structures (such as LGBTQ 
parents) in my classroom. 

• Agree • Neither agree nor disagree Disagree 

Figure 3 


Thirteen out of the 18 teachers (72%), state that they use general telms when 

addressing students' families as opposed to gender specific pronouns and phrases (Figure 

4) . Only 2 teachers (11 %) stated that they do not general terms: 

• 	 I use general terms when addressing students' families as opposed to gender 

specific pronouns and phrases. 
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I use general terms when addressing students' families 
instead of gender specific pronouns or phrases. 

Agree _ Neither agree nor disagree Disagree 

Figure 4 


As Figure 5 shows, most teachers (56%) do not enforce gender stereotypes with 

their students: 

• Jenforce gender stereotypes with my students. 

I enforce gender stereotypes with my students. 

t.: Disagree _ Agree • Neither agree nor disagree 

Figure 5 
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In regards to inclusive wording on forms, most teachers (78%) reported that the 

wording on forms for parents is gender neutral to include diverse family structures 

(Figure 6): 

• The wording on parent forms is gender neutral to include diverse families . 

The wording on forms for parents is gender neutral 
to include diverse family structures . 

• Agree • Neither agree nor disagree Disagree 

Figure 6 


A large majority of teachers surveyed have requested more diversity training. Out 

of the 18 teachers surveyed, 14 stated that they had never attended some sort of diversity 

training or workshop (78%). Of the 4 that have attended, only I reported it had been in 

the last 5 years . While most teachers haven't attended a diversity training program, a 

majority of teachers (56%) have had a student with an LGBTQ parent in their classroom 

(Figure 7) : 
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• 	 Have you ever had a child with LGBTQ parents in your class? 

Have you ever had children with lGBTQ 
parents in your class? 

_ Yes _ No Unsure 

5% 

Figure 7 


72% of teachers reported that they felt a need for diversity training. As Figure 8 

shows, a majority of teachers reported that they would like to know more about creating 

an inclusive classroom for students with diverse families . All 18 teachers reported 

interest in attending a diversity training workshop. 95% of teachers surveyed stated that 

they would be either very likely (39%) or likely (56%) to attend (Figure 9): 

• 	 Would you like to know more about diverse family structures and creating a 

welcoming classroom environment for these families? 
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Would you like to know more about diverse family 
structures and creating a welcoming classroom 

environment for these families? 

• Yes _ Unsure - No 

Figure 8 


• If your school offered a diversity training program, how likely would you be 

to attend it? 

If your school offered a diversity training program, 
how likely would you be to attend it? 

• Very likely _ Likely _ Unlikely Would Not Attend 

0%0% 

Figure 9 
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Discussion and Implications 

The Future of Inclusive Classrooms 

results the obvious need 

diversity training workshop for early childhood educators. shown 

children perform better academically, socially, and developmentally when their parents 

are involved both the classroom and at home (Morrison et aI., 2011, p.22). In order 

that parents to the same {\n1nr",1 and benefits as their 

peers, LGBTQ parents need to welcomed and included in the classroom. creating 

an all-encompassing LGBTQ the opportunity to be more 

involved in their children's 

While the interviewed this study have had mostly 

early Idhood centers, the consensus is that is more training 

needed. Most parents reported that some and administrators were ill to 

family structure. reported who let their 

or opinions influence their children. For example, one teacher often used 

the "normal m Mostly, discussed administrators 

and educators who did not know best ways to approach their family. In addition, 

other parents expressed their uncertainties on the best ways to teachers and 

administrators their 

result of study was that many parents reported they 

are willing to bring in to their classrooms. the interview, I 

in touch with the mother wrote me that "I want you to that 
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you have inspired me to get some literature for our little one's classrooms for the future ." 

She expressed that she realized how impOitant it is for her family to be represented in 

school and was more willing to make suggestions and get involved with the classroom. 

In regards to the teachers that were surveyed for this study, a large majority 

expressed interest in learning more about diverse family structures. Most reported they 

attempted to create a welcoming, inclusive environment for all families using diverse 

lesson plans and materials. While many teachers are currently doing the best they can to 

create inclusive, diverse classrooms, more is needed. Most teachers did not feel 

completely prepared to welcome diverse families and expressed a desire for more training 

on the subject. All of the participants expressed that they would be likely or very likely 

to attend a workshop jf it was offered by their school. 

The major implications from this study was the crucial need for an LGBTQ 

training workshop for early childhood educators. A diversity training program would 

make teachers more sensitive to the needs of all the children in their class and allow 

families of a variety of structures to feel welcomed. 

Limitations 

Tbere were several limitations to this study. The first was the small number of 

parents and teachers who participated in the research. If this study was replicated, I 

would suggest interviewing a larger number of parents to get more viewpoints and 

experiences. In addition, I would attempt to find a larger pool of teachers to survey. The 

positive results of this study suggest that f\.lIther research would be beneficial. 
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In addition, the geographical location of the parents and teachers could affect their 

responses in the surveys and interviews. Although the experiences of the parents did not 

seem to be influenced by location, the sample size is too small to be definitive. Two of 

the parents were from towns close to each other in Massachusetts. One parent expressed 

mostly positive reactions and welcoming experiences, while the other had faced more 

adversity. However, the parent who expressed the most positive responses lives in New 

York City. This could be the result of a more urban environment. New York City is one 

of the most diverse areas in the world, and therefore it makes sense that educators in this 

area would be more tolerant and sensitive. Finally, another limitation could be 

inconsistencies such as teachers coming from a variety of schools. With a larger sample 

size, this variable could have been evaluated. 

LGBTQ Diversity Training Program 

As the need for LGBTQ diversity workshops grows, there are some schools and 

organizations that are beginning to host trainings for pre-service and current teachers. 

These trainings come in a variety of forms: single day workshops, online trainings, 

curriculum enhancements, or diversity toolkits that can be purchased for a school. After 

looking at the results of my research, 1 created a diversity training program that addresses 

the needs shown here for such a workshop as well as helpful tips and guidelines for 

teachers. 

Before creating this workshop, I considered the options that are currently 

available for educators and administrators regarding diversity training. I reviewed 
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multiple utilized the data gathered my 

to construct a a diversity training program. 

Part 1: Introduction 

Think answers to following questions: 

.. ever see of diverse families (such as 

LGBTQ families, single-parent 

when you were in school? Do your own students see 

of these diverse family structures through books, 

in your own classroom? 

II about a your childhood when you or someone you was 

or bull did you feel? What might an to 

use it as a "teachable moment?" 

II 

13 million children are being raised by lesbian, 

(LGBTQ) parents in the United States. means in 

across the country, many students are coming to school 

with family configurations. Early childhood is a time and 
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development for children. They learn about themselves and their place in the 

world and begin to develop relationships. Research has proven that a positive 

connection between school and home life is a key factor in a child ' s development 

and leads to better social, behavioral, and academic outcomes. Therefore, it is 

imperative that children see their diverse families represented in materials and 

lessons in schools. 

Group Discussion 

Workshop Goals 

• 	 Learn about the correct terms and phrases associated with LGBTQ individuals 

and families. 

• 	 Understand the need for the representation and inclusion of diverse families in 

classrooms. 

• 	 Learn tips and examples for how to welcome diverse families into the classroom. 

Part 2: Hear it Firsthand 

• 	 Watch the short documentary In My Shoes: Stories ofYouth with LGBT Parents, 

which shows what life is like for children with LGBTQ parents from the 

children's viewpoint. 

• 	 Discussion about the video 

Part 3: What is LGBTQ? 
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Basic Terms and Vocabulary 

LGBTQ vocabulary and glossary from The Anti-Violence Project - www.avp.org 

(Appendix F) 

Part 4: Tips 

Dealing with Difficult LGB TQ Situations 

Discussions on: 

• 	 Bullying 

• 	 Name-calling and teasing 

• 	 Answering students' questions 

• 	 Personal or religious conflict 

Tips (or Teachers on Creating a Welcoming Environment 

• 	 Expose students to a variety of literature, lessons, and classroom guests 

• 	 Give examples of various family structures during discussions 

• 	 Don't rely on heteronormative examples 

• 	 Use inclusive language on all forms and sheets that go home to parents 

• 	 Teach students inclusive language such as "respect" and "diverse" 

• 	 Teach lessons about bullying and teasing 

• 	 Discourage gender stereotypes 

• 	 Post a "safe zone" sign on classroom so students know that bullying and 

teasing is not accepted in your classroom 

http:www.avp.org
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• 	 Confront homophobic remarks 

• 	 Incorporate contributions from LGBTQ members of society into 

classroom lessons 

• 	 Enforce gender neutral dress codes 

• 	 Empower students to express themselves 

• 	 Designate a gender neutral bathroom if possible 

• 	 Do not make assumptions about a student's family 

Example Lessons 

Appendices G, H, I, and J 

Materials and Literature 

Appendix K 

Part 5: Questions from Teachers 

• 	 Discussion 

Next Steps 

Further research on this topic could be very beneficial to teachers, administrators, 

parents, students, and families. As the world becomes more accepting and tolerant 

towards LGBTQ individuals, the need for diverse classrooms grows. It is essential for 
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teachers to become more aware of diverse family structures. A stimulating addition to 

this research would be follow-up surveys with the teachers who participated. It would be 

interesting to see if making teachers more aware of their actions would make them more 

conscious of the potential harmful effects their actions could have on their students. In 

the future, it would be beneficial if all pre-service teachers and current teachers could 

attend a diversity training program to educate themselves on the most effective ways to 

engage and welcome all families. 
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Appendix B 

Informed Consent Form for Participation in Research: Parents 

As part of my master's degree requirements at Wagner College, I am conducting research 
on family diversity in early childhood programs in order to learn what materials and 
curriculum are being implemented that is LGBTQ inclusive. You are invited to 
participate in this research project, and this document will provide you with information 
that will help you decide whether or not you wish to participate. Your participation is 
solicited, yet strictly voluntary. 

For this study, I will be using a qualitative research method to understand your 
experiences. During the course of the project, I will be interviewing LGBTQ parents to 
learn more about their past experiences with early childhood classrooms and school 
systems. If you were to participate, I would ask you to tell me about your experiences 
with teachers, administrators, and other parents. I may also ask you to recall specific 
instances of positivity or prejudice you faced. This will be a short interview that will take 
about 20 minutes. All information you provide during the project will remain 
confidential and will not be associated with your name. My final thesis will also be 
cleared of any possible identifying information in order to ensure your confidentiality. 

The project does not calTY any foreseeable risks. It is possible that some participants 
might feel uncomfortable discussing some of the topics related to LGBTQ prejudice. If 
for any reason you felt uncomfortable, you could leave study at any time with no penalty, 
and any infonnation you may have provided would be destroyed. 

If you have any questions concerning this study please feel free to contact me at 
Jessica.Figuly@wagner.edu, by phone at (718) 986-0167 or Dr. Karen DeMoss at 
Karen.Demoss@wagner.edu, or by phone at (718) 420-4070. Thank you for considering 
being part of a study related to my research for a master's degree in Education at Wagner 
College. 

Please sign below to indicate your understanding of the project and your consent to 
participate. I have provided two copies so that you may keep a duplicate for your records. 

Signature of Participant Date NAME Jessica Figuly 

mailto:Karen.Demoss@wagner.edu
mailto:Jessica.Figuly@wagner.edu
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Appendix C 

Pllrent Interview Questions 
Addressing Family Diversity: Creating an LGBTQ Inclusive 


Program for Early Childhood Educators 


1. 	 How many children do you have? What are their ages and grade levels? Are 
they adopted or biological children? 

2. 	 How did you choose a school to send your children to? What were the most 
important factors in your decision process? 

3. 	 Did you address the teacher / faculty / principal about your family structure 
prior to enrolling your children in the school? Prior to each new school year? 

4. 	 How was your reception as an LGBTQ family from administrators? Teachers? 
Other families? Has the teacher / administrators made you and your family 
feel accepted, safe, and included? Why or why not? 

5. 	 Tell me one great experience your family had at school regarding teachers, 
staff, or other families. 

6. 	 Tell me one negative experience your family faced. Did the school address it? 
Ifso, how? 

7. 	 Have you or your child faced any prejudice or homophobia from parents, 
teachers, or children? 

8. 	 Do you prepare your children for possible negative reactions from classmates? 
Ifso, how? 

9. 	 Did you see diverse materials (books, lessons, etc.) in your child's classroom 
that represents your family and their values? If so, what kinds? 

10. Was there inclusive language used in the classroom? Tell me about specific 
cases where inclusive language has or hasn't been used. 

11. What kind of things do you hope to see in the future for your children's 
classrooms and schools? 



D 

D 

D 

D 

D 


D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
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Appendix D 

Survey Questions for Teachers 

Addressing Family Diversity: Creating an LGBT Inclusive 

Program for Early Childhood Educators 


1. 	 What grade level do you cUlTentiy teach? 

Birth - Toddlers 

Preschool 

Kindergarten 

1SI grade 

2nd grade 

2. 	 How long have you been a teacher? 

0-1 years 

2 - 3 years 

4 - 5 years 

6 -10 years 

10+ years 

3. 	 How would you describe the average socioeconomic condition of the students that 
attend your school? 

4. How often do you teach lessons that deal with family diversity? (Check one) 

D Never D 1-2 times a year D 3-4 times a year D 5+ times a year 

5. 	 Give a short explanation of how you teach lessons on family diversity / examples 
of lessons: 
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6. 	 What kind of materials do you have in your classroom that reflects diverse family 
structures? (Check all that apply) 

D Books 

D Dolls 

D Puppets 

Dress-Up Clothes 
D 
D Pictures 

D Toys 

D 
Neutral Wording 


D 
Lessons 


D 
Other: 


7. 	 What kind of vocabulary do you use when speaking about students' families? (for 
example, "take this home to mommy and daddy" or "take this home to the grown 
ups at home" 

8. 	 I address diversity family structures (such as LGBTQ parents) in my classroom 
(Check one) 

D Disagree D Neither agree nor disagree 	 D Agree 

9. 	 I use general terms when addressing students' families instead of gender specific 
pronouns or phrases (Check one) 

D Disagree D Neither agree nor disagree 	 D Agree 

10. I have books in my classroom Iibrary that showcase diverse family structures 
(Check one) 

D D 	 D 
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Disagree Neither agree nor disagree Agree 

11. I enforce gender stereotypes with my students. (For example: grouping students 
by "boys" and "girls" / allowing for different behavior based on gender) 

Disagree D Neither agree nor disagree D AgreeD 
12. The wording on forms for parents is gender neutral to include diverse family 

structures. 

D Disagree D Neither agree nor disagree D Agree 

13. Have you ever attended a diversity training program / workshop? If so, when and 
where? Did you feel like it was infOlmative? 

14. Would you like to know more about diverse family structures and creating a 
welcoming classroom environment for these families? 

D Yes D Unsure 

15. If your school offered a diversity and sensitivity training program, how likely 
would it be that you would attend it?D Very likely D Likely D Not Likely D Would Not Attend 

16. Have you ever had children with LGBTQ parents in your class? (LGBTQ = 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer or Questioning) 

DYes D Unsure 

17. Other Comments: 
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Appendix E 

Informed Consent Form for Participation in Research: Teachers 

As part of my master's degree requirements at Wagner College, I am conducting research 
on family diversity in early childhood programs in order to learn what current teaching 
practices are being implemented that is LGBTQ inclusive. You are invited to participate 
in this research project, and this document will provide you with infotmation that will 
help you decide whether or not you wish to participate. Your participation is solicited, yet 
strictly voluntary. 

For this study, I will be using a qualitative research method to understand your 
experiences. During the course of the project, I will be surveying teachers to learn about 
the materials, cUlTiculum, and vocabulary they use that is LGBTQ inclusive. If you were 
to patiicipate, I would ask you to recall teaching materials or lessons you have used in 
your classroom that is inclusive of LGBTQ families. I will also ask you about your 
opinions on attending an LGBTQ inclusive diversity training if it were to be provided at 
your school. This will be a short survey that will take about 5 minutes. All information 
you provide during the project will remain confidential and will not be associated with 
your name. My final thesis will also be cleared of any possible identifying information in 
order to ensure your confidentiality. 

The project does not carry any foreseeable risks. It is possible that some participants 
might feel uncomfortable discussing some of the topics related to LGBTQ issues. If for 
any reason you felt uncomfortable, you could leave study at any time with no penalty, 
and any information you may have provided would be destroyed. 

If you have any questions concerning this study please feel free to contact me at 
Jessica.Figuly@wagner.edu, by phone at (718) 986-0167 or Dr. Karen DeMoss at 
Karen.Demoss@wagner.edu, or by phone at (718) 420-4070. Thank you for considering 
being part of a study related to my research for a master's degree in Education at Wagner 
College. 

Please sign below to indicate your understanding of the project and your consent to 
participate. I have provided two copies so that you may keep a duplicate for your records. 

Signature of Participant Date NAME Jessica Figuly 

mailto:Karen.Demoss@wagner.edu
mailto:Jessica.Figuly@wagner.edu
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Appendix F 

LGBTQ Glossary 

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND GENDER IDENTITY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

A Note on Definitions: Please know Ihal an definnions and labels do not mean the same to all 
people. Use the preferred terminology of the person/people with whom you are interacting. This list 
represents common usages and meanings of these terms wtlhin communities, but is not exhaustive 
nor universal. 

1) Gender: The wide set of characteristics that are conslructed to distinguish between the two 
institutionally recognized sexes: male and female. Gender is not static and can shift over time. 
Gender has at least three parts: 

a) Physlcat Markers - Aspects of the human body that are considered to determine sex 
and/or gender for a given culture orsceiety, including genitalia, chromosomes, hormones, 
secondary sex characteristics, and intemal reproductive organs. 

b) Role/Expression - Aspects of behavior and outward presentation that may 0ntentionally 
or unintentionally) communicate gender to others in a given culture or society, including 
clothing, body language, hairstyles, socialization, relalionships, career choices, interesls, and 
presence in gendered spaces (reslrooms, places of oorship, etc). 

c) Gender Identity - An individual's internal view of their gender. Ones own innermosl sense 
of themselves as a gendered being and/or as masculine, feminine, androgynous, elc. This will 
onen influence name and pronoun preference for an individual. 

2) Sexual Orientation: The culturally-defined set of meanings through which people describe their 
sexual attractions. Sexual orientation is not static and can shift over time. Sexual orientation has at 
least three parts: 

a) Attraction - Ones own feelings or self-perception about to vilich gender(s) one feels 
drawn. Can be sexual, emotional, spiritual, psychological, and/or political. 

b) Behavior - What one does sexually and/or with whom 

c) Sexual Identity - The language and terms one uses to refer to their sexual orientation. It 
mayor may not be based on either of the above and can also be infiuenced by famity, culture, 
and communtly. 

3) Transgender: A term used broadly that refers primarily to individuals who identify differently from 
the sex assigned at birth or a term used by people for whom the sex they were assigned at birth is an 
incomplete or incorrect description of themselves. The term "genderqueer" has the same basic 
meaning but is used somewhat more loosely. 

Transman - Typicany refers to an individual assigned as female at birth who at some point, 
starts to identify in a more malEHlriented way or as a man. 

Transwoman - Typicalty refers to an individual aSSigned as male at birth who at some point, 
starts to identify in a more female-oriented way or as a woman. 

4) Intersex: A term referring to people who have physical markers that differ from the medical 
defintlions of 

Copyright NYC Anti·Viole""" Projcc~ Skolnik & To",",. 2007 
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male or female . Most colTYTlOnly, it is used to speak about people ...mose genitalia is not easily 
classifiable as 'male ' or 'female' at birth but it can be used to refer to any biological marker that 
falls outside medical norms for masculine and feminine. 

5) Gay: Most frequently used by male-identified people ...mo experience attraction primarily or 
exclusively for 

other male- identified people . 

6) Lesbian: Most frequently used by female-identified people...mo experience attraction primarily or 
exclusively for other female-identified people . 

7) Bisexual: A term used to indicate attraction or potential for attraction to more than one gender. 

8) Pansexual: A term used to Indicate attraction or potential for attraction to any gender, preferred 
by some 

over 'bisexual' because it does not imply the existence of only two genders. 

9) Heterosexual/Straight: A term used to indicate attraction primarily or exclusively for people of the 
'opposite'sex .. 

9) Same Gender Loving: A term created by African American corrmunities and used by some 
people of color 

...mo may view labels such as 'gay' and 'lesbian' as terms referring to anellor representing ...mite 
people . 

11) MSM: Abbreviation for Men ...mo have Sex with Men, a term used to describe men ...mo engage 
in same

sex sexual behavior but...mo may choose not to label themselves as "gay/bisexual." 

10) Two Spirit: An English translation of a concept present in some Indigenous cultures that refers 
to someone 

...mo is assigned one sex at birth but fulfills the roles of both sexes or of another sex . 

12) Femme: An identity term most frequently used by people with a more feminine gender identity 
and/or 

gender presentation 

13) Butch or Stud: An Identity term most frequently used by people with a more masculine gender 
identity 

and/or gender presentation 

14) Queer: A political and sometimes controversial term that some LGBT people have reclaimed, 
...mile others consider it derogatory. Used more frequently by activists, academics, and some younger 
LGBT people, the term can refer either to gender identity, sexual orientation, Of both and can be used 
by any gender. 

15) Questioning: A term that can refer to a n identity, or a process of introspection ...mereby one 
learns about 

their 0'MI sexual orientation and/or gender identity. Can happen at any age in and multiple 
times throughout ones lifetime. 

!:l Copyrighl NYC Anti·Vi,"_""" PII:'jeel, Skohtik &. Torres, 2007 
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16) Cross dresser: One who dresses, either in public or private , in clothing that society assigns to 
the opposite 

sex. Cross-dressing is not an indication of one's sexual orientation or gender identity. 

17) Drag: Drag performers parody gender for an audience, usually for entertainment value. Drag 
performers do 

not necessarily identify as the gender they are parodying. 

18) Gender Nonconforming: This term can refer to gender identity, or gender role and refers to 
someone IMlO 

falls outside or transcends lMlat is considered to be traditional gender-norms for their assigned 
sex. 

19) Androgynous: Can refer to a person's gender presentation or identity. An androgynous person 
may 

identify and appear as both male and female, or as neither male nor female, or as in between 
male and female . 

20) Transphobia: Societal, systemic, and interpersonal oppression against people of transgender 
experience. 

Also something experienced by some gender queer and gender nonconforming people. 

21) Homophobia: Societal. systemic, and interpersonal oppression against LGBTIQ people and 
communities. 

Also can be experienced by those who are perceived to be LGBlIQ. 

22) Heterosexism: Systemic belief that heterosexuality and the binary gender system are superior. 
Also, the 

overall creation of institutions that benefit heterosexual people exclusively and/or oppress 
LGBTIQ people. 

A note on gender pronouns: People tend to refer to someone as either 'he' or 'she' based on 
physical appearance. Like names, pronouns are identity teons that can be chosen or rejected. A 
person can identify as 'he', 'she' or both, or another pronoun altogether. lI\Ihen an individual voices a 
pronoun preference, it is considered basic respect to use the preferred gender-language consistently. 

o Copyright NYC Anti-Vi"'. "co Prl:jcct, Skohrik &. Torres, 1007 
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Appendix G 

Lesson 1 

Grade: Pre-School 

Aim: Identifying and understanding the feeling of empathy and how to show empathy to 

others. 

Objectives: Students will be able to: 

Define the feeling of empathy. 

Identify and recognize what empathy is. 

Recognize the need to be understanding of others. 

Recount ways to be empathetic and understanding towards others. 

Materials: 

Popsicle stick with red unhappy face and green happy face on each side 

Pictures of the scenarios the teacher is describing 

Empathy poster 

Props / costumes for students to utilize when acting out their scenes 

References: 

Sesame Street video clip on empathy with Mark Ruffalo 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9 IRtlR4xbM 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9
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Procedure: 

1. 	 The teacher will tell the students that today they will be playing a game. The 

teacher will show the students the directions for this lesson, which includes verbal 

directions, words, and pictures . 

2. 	 The teacher will hand out a Popsicle stick to each student that has a green happy 

face on one side and a red unhappy face on the other side. 

3. 	 The teacher will ask the students to identify the faces on each side of the stick. 

4. 	 The teacher will tell the students that sometimes the look on our faces can tell 

other people how we are feeling. 

S. 	 The teachers will read the following scenarios out loud and hold up an 


accompanying picture and ask the students to raise the green happy or red 


unhappy face to show how they would feel in each case: 


a. 	 You drop your ice cream on the floor 

b. 	 You go to a museum 

c. 	 You have a play date with your friends 

d. 	 Your friend takes your favorite toy 

e. 	 You get a present for your birthday 

f. 	 Your teacher tells you "good job!" 

g. 	 You friend calls you a mean name 

h. 	 Your best friend moves away 

1. 	 Your cousins/aunts/uncles/family come to visit 

J. 	 Your friend pushes you on the playground 

k. 	 Your friend tells a new student that she can ' t play with you 
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I. 	 Your friend tells you they don't want to play with you anymore 

6. 	 After each scenario, the teacher will ask the students to raise their unhappy or 

happy sticks signaling how they would feel. The teacher may calion a student to 

explain why they would feel that way. They may also ask if there are any other 

words they would use to describe how they would feel. 

7. 	 The teacher will place pictures of each scenario under the happy or unhappy face 

on the board based on the majority answer. 

8. 	 The teacher will then ask the students about the unhappy answers. She will ask, 

"When your friend takes your toy away, why does that make you feel sad? When 

your friend calls you a mean name, how does that make you feel inside? When 

your friend pushes you on the playground, what do you want to do?" The teacher 

will discuss these questions with the students . 

9. 	 The teacher will tell the students that today they are going to talk about the feeling 

of empathy. She will tell the students that empathy means understanding another 

person's feelings, experiences, or emotions. 

10. The teacher will then show the students the YouTube clip of Mark Ruffalo 

discussing empathy on Sesame Street. 

II. The teacher wi 11 then ask the students if they can come up wi th any examples of 

times they felt empathy. She will take answers from the class . 

12. The teacher will tell the students that they are going to be acting out scenes. The 

teacher will ask groups of two or three students to come up to demonstrate 

empathy. The teacher will provide students with ideas (I broke my favorite toy / I 
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fell and scraped my knee) along with visual representations of these scenarios or 

students may come up with their own ideas. 

13. Students will then act out the ways they can show empathy to their friends. 

14. After all the students have had a chance to act out empathy, the teacher will 

remind students that we need to show our friends empathy every day. 

IS. The teacher will finish by showing the students the empathy poster she will be 

hanging in the classroom and explaining each letter. "E" is for everyone needs 

somebody, "M" stands for modeling good behavior, "P" stands for putting 

yourself in other people's shoes, "A" is for asking others if you can help, "T" is 

for treating others the way you want to be treated", "H" stands for choosing to 

hurt or help your friends, "Y" stands for you feeling better and your friends 

feeling better too. 

Assessment: 

The students will act out ways they can show each other empathy. The teacher can 

provide examples for the students, or they can come up with their own scenarios where 

empathy is appropriate. 

Accommodation: 

Autism. This student will like to know the order of events in the activity and like to see 

structure. The teacher will explain what the students will be doing before the activity, 

and create a visual set of directions that the students can follow. In addition, children 
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with autism may rely on visual representations . Therefore, the teacher will create picture 

representations of each scenario she discusses, as well as verbally stating them . 
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Appendix H 

Lesson 2 

Grade: Preschool 

Aim: To define bullying and bullying behaviors and identify how bullying can make a 

person feel. 

Objectives: Students will be able to : 

Define bullying. 

Identify bullying behaviors. 

Recount how bullying can make people fee1. 

Materials: 

"Llama Llama and the Bully Goat" by Anna Dewdney 

Construction paper 

Crayons 

References: 

Sesame Street: The Good Bird ' s Club video on YouTube 

http ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGhLeDugztY 

Procedure: 

1. The teacher will have the students sit in a circle. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGhLeDugztY
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2. 	 The teacher will have the students name something that they like one at a time. 

The teacher will go first to model the activity. She will say "1 like pizza". Then 

she will ask ifthere is anyone who doesn't like to eat pizza. The teacher will 

invite that student to express themselves and say "I don't like pizza. The teacher 

likes pizza, and that is okay". The teacher will remind the students that 

everybody likes different things, and that it is great to have different interests, 

ideas, and likes from your friends. 

3. 	 The teacher will tell the students today they are going to be talking about bullies. 

She will then read the book "Llama Llama and the Bully Goat" by Anna 

Dewdney. As she reads, the teacher will stop and ask the students to think about 

times they encountered a bully. 

4. 	 The teacher will ask the students to tell her what a bully is. She will take answers 

from the class. She will then tell the students that bullying is when someone does 

something on purpose to make you feel bad or hUlts you more than once. 

5. 	 The teacher will ask the students to give her examples of bullying, and write it on 

a piece of chaIt paper. The teacher will explain that hitting, pushing, teasing, 

calling names, taking things without permission, talking behind a person's back, 

not letting friends play, and sending mean notes are all examples of bullying. 

6. 	 The teacher will then show the Sesame Street YouTube clip The Good Bird's 

Club. This video shows Big Bird being bullied by a pigeon who won't let Big 

Bird join his club. He tells Big Bird his feet are too big, he is too yellow, and his 

beak is too long. Big Bird goes to Abby to have her change him but each time he 

goes back, the mean pigeon tells him something else is wrong. By the end of the 
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video, Elmo, Abby, Big Bird and their friends form their own club called the 

Happy To Be Me Club. 

7. 	 The teacher will discuss the video with the students. She will ask the students 

how Big Bird felt when he wanted to be in the club and pigeons wouldn't let him. 

She will explain how bullying makes people feel sad, mad, scared, and alone. 

8. 	 The teacher will then ask students about the various roles of the people and 

animals in the video. The teacher will ask the students to identify who the bully 

was. She will then ask the students who the victim was and explain that the 

victim is the person being bullied. Finally the teacher will ask the students who 

the bystanders were. She will explain that bystanders are people that see bullying 

happening but don't do anything to stop it. She will explain to the students that if 

we see bullying, we should act to stop it from happening. 

9. 	 The teacher will then have the students draw a picture of a time they encountered 

bullying, whether they were the bully, victim, or bystander. The students will 

display their artwork in the classroom. 

10. The teacher will then put all the students' names in a hat. She will have each 

child pull a name. The teacher will then have the student say something nice 

about the person whose name they pulled. She will remind students that words 

hmt and that they should be nice to all their friends in school. 

Assessment: 

Students will discuss in a group setting the Good Bird's Club video they watched. They 

will talk about the roles of the different people in the video and identify the forms of 
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bullying they witnessed. They will discuss how Big Bird felt when he wasn't allowed to 

be a part of the group. The students will also draw pictures of bullying they have 

encountered in their own lives. 

Accommodations: 

Hearing impairments: Students with hearing impailments will be allowed to watch the 

video on their own using a headset. The teacher will also read the book with them 

privately and will be allowed to keep a copy in their lap to follow along with the teacher. 
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Appendix I 

Lesson 3 

Grade: Preschool 

Aim: Understanding appropriate and inappropriate ways to express yourself 

Objectives: 

Students will be able to : 

Identify appropriate ways to express themselves 

Compare and contrast appropriate and inappropriate behaviors 

Materials: 

Brown paper bags 

Crayons 

Glue / glitter / pomp-poms 

Scenario pictures 

Resources: 

No online resources are used in this lesson. 

Procedure: 
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1. 	 The teacher will tell the students that today they are going to talk about feelings. 

The teacher will say that sometimes people feel angry, fmstrated, disappointed, or 

discouraged. 

The teacher will say, "Today we are going talk about some positive ways to show 

that you are angry, fmstrated, disappointed, or discouraged. First we are going to 

be making puppets. Everybody will be given a brown paper bag, markers, and 

other art materials. This can be any type of puppet you would like so please use 

your imagination!" 

2. 	 The teacher will walk around assisting the students making their puppets. 

3. 	 The teacher will say, "Now we are going to talk about what we should do if we 

are feeling angry, fmstrated, disappointed, or discouraged. If you are angry, what 

do you do? How do you show you are fmstrated? What are the best ways to show 

you are disappointed?" 

4. 	 The teacher will reveal pictures of appropriate ways to deal with anger, 

fmstration, disappointment, or discouragement (draw a picture, go to a quiet place 

until you feel calm, take deep breaths, stop and think, express your feelings , take 

some time alone, do jumping jacks, using your words, speaking to an adult, etc.) 

5. 	 The teacher will say, "Now we are going to use our puppets to show the best ways 

to express our negative feelings" 

6. 	 The teacher will read out scenarios and have 2 volunteers act it out. 

7. 	 Scenarios: 
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a. 	 You bring your favorite stuffed animal to school for show and tell. At 

play time, your fliend takes it without asking. How do you feel? How do 

you respond? 

b. 	 Your brother/sister/friend breaks your favorite toy. 

c. 	 Your fliend is taking a long time on the money bars, but you really want a 

turn. 

d. 	 All your friends at school want to play in the make-believe section but you 

want to play blocks 

e. 	 A classmate asks to play, but you would rather play alone. 

8. 	 The teacher will then discuss what would happen if instead of dealing with their 

negative feelings, these people instead hit their friends or said mean things to 

them. The teacher will say that everybody gets angry or frustrated sometimes, 

and that's okay. Tt is important to remember not to hit or hurt our friends or 

family. We must show that we are angry or frustrated using our words and 

positive actions. The teacher will tell students that in the classroom, we will 

always use these positive actions to demonstrate our negative feelings. 

Assessment: 

Each student will act out a scenario with their puppets demonstrating an appropriate 

reaction to the feelings of anger, fmstration, discouragement, or disappointment. 

Students will discuss why it is not appropriate to use mean words or hit their friends. 
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Accommodations: 

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder: This student will fully Paliicipate in all 

activities. The teacher will allow this student to work standing up ifneeded. They will 

be allowed to take frequent breaks to help the teacher hand out supplies . 
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Appendix J 

Lesson 4 

Grade: Preschool 

Aim: Bullying situations: what to do if you are bullied or see someone being bullied. 

Objectives: 

Students will be able to: 

Identify bullying behaviors. 

Respond appropriately to bullying situations. 

Materials: 

Chart paper 

No Bullying Pledge 

Large sheets of paper 

Markers 

Art material 

References: 

Stop Bullying: Power in Numbers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwDOZgk8iGA#t=98 

Procedure: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwDOZgk8iGA#t=98
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1. 	 The teacher will show the students the video "Stop Bullying: Power in Numbers" 

by Wild Brain. 

2. 	 The teacher will ask the students to identify the bullies, victims, and bystanders in 

the video. The teacher will then ask the students to identify the bullying 

behaviors that are seen in the video. 

3. 	 The teacher will ask the students what they can do if they are being bullied or see 

someone else being bullied. She will record the answers on chali paper. 

4. 	 The teacher will then discuss the proper steps to take if you or someone you know 

is being bullied. The teacher will instruct the students to: 

a. 	 Stand up tall and straight like a superhero. 

b. 	 Speak in a clear and strong voice. 

c. 	 Tell the bully to stop and that you don't like it. For example: "Stop doing 

that. I don't like it when you take my things without asking. Stop calling 

me names, I don't Iike it." 

d. 	 Repeat yourself. 

e. 	 If speaking up seems too hard or unsafe, walk away and stay away. 

f. 	 Find an adult to stop the bullying. 

g. 	 Talk to an adult you trust. Do not keep your feelings inside. 

5. 	 The teacher and class will come up with a "No Bullying" pledge for their 

classroom and have all the students write their names underneath it. 

6. 	 The teacher will then divide the students up into groups. The teacher will tell the 

students that their job is to draw "The Greatest American Hero" or someone that 
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can "Stop Bullying in a Single Bound!" Using the arts and crafts supplies, the 

students will trace a person and create their own superhero against bullying. 

7. 	 The students will come up with a name for their superhero and draw what they 

would look like. They can also decide on characteristics their superhero has. 

8. 	 The teacher will hang the superheroes around the classroom to protect the 


students against bullies. 


Assessment: 

Students will create a "No Bullying" pledge together for their classroom. In addition, 

they will work together to create superheroes for the classroom that protect against 

bUllying. 

Accommodations: 

English Language Learners - ELL students will be allowed to draw their answers about 

what they would do if they see someone being bullied. In addition, ELL students will be 

allowed to speak in one word phrases or act out how they stand up to a bully. 
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Appendix K 

suggestions for Children's Books that Include 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, a'nd Transgender (LGBT) Families 

Tracy Burt, Ainee 0,1l18'1li, and Lea KUnger Lesser 

Readingcllildren's bookc that areinclu.ive of L~T If you are nervous about re«IiDg a story, think aboot 
families is an essmtial slnteg)' both for suppertingthe self the questions ~hil dren are likely to ask You ~an P' a~tice 
esteem a ~hildren from thes e hmllles and forte a~hing all answering them and review yoor answers with an early 
~ildren about the diversity a families. Building the skills ~hildhood ~olleague. 

and readiness to include these books in yoor ~urrirulum If the books are new to yourcenler, it is impatant to 
Is a pro~ess. Here are serne suggesticns for respc:nding to be p'epared fer different responses from families and the 
~o=en questions and ~oncerns. ~anrnunity. Starting with a book that surveys all different 

kinds a families might be easier than starting with a book 
Ifa chiJdasks, "Why doesn't Tyrene have a mommy?" er that foruses only en LGBT families. Children usuolly do not 

"Why does Tyrone have two daddies?" a simple respcnse need lIJ..l~ a an introduction a eacplanaUcn;issues arise 
might be, ·Isn't Tyrcne lu~y? He has two daddies who love whe.nadulh <:hallenge yoor cllace to read a specific book, 
him.· When we forus on the love and ~are frern whoever Ulten to peoples' ~en~erns and create a .pa~e for dialogue, 
is in the ~hild 's family, we are focusin g on what i. most but be clear about your own ~cmmitment, and the ~om. 
important. We ~an move frern there to eacplae, in a fun and mitment a the p'ogl'am, to diver sity and to respe~t fa all 
positive wa)\ the many ways in which families are the same fanilies. 
and different. 

If children as questions yoo den't know how to answer, TheNAEYC Code a Elhi<:al Cendu~t (NAEYC 2005) p'o. 
you ~an say yoo are not sure, but you will find oot and get vides a foundation early <:hildhood edu~ators can rely an 
ba~ to them Be sure to follow up with an anewill!' that is when explaining the reason fa reflecting diverse families 
age apP'opriate. throughoot the ~urrirulum 

Family survey books 

These books Include many kinds of fmillles, including 
L~T families, 

An Familil!$ Are SJXl cil I, by Nama 3mon. Dlus. by Teresa 
F1avin. 2003. Maten Crove: Alber t Whitman and Company. 

A tea~her talks about her 
own family whDe ~il dr en 
in the class share stories 
of their families in this 
warm and simple book 
that affirms Its title: All 
f amlles ar e speda!, 

Et>erywhere Babies, by 
Susan Meyers. Dlus, by 

Marla Fruee. 2001, San Diego: Harcourt In<:. A ~harmlng, 
award-winning board book for iniant"oddlers, that features 

illustr ations of babies and 
their paronts-including L~ 
parents-in loving and ~aring 
moments together. 

One Hundred Is a Family, by 
Pam Munoz Ryan. Illus. by 
Bemel Huang. 1994. New Yak: 
Iiyperion Paperbacks for 
Children. Playful illustrations 

that include many different kinds a families fill this book 
that counts up to 100, 

Who~ in a Family?by Roblll!'t 
Skutch. Dlus. by Laura N.enhau~. 
1995 Berkeley. Tricycle Press, 
With fun illustr ations, of people 
and animals, diversity of families 
is des<:ribed In an engagingway 
fa <:hildren. 
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Stories that happen to be about LGBT families 

Th. main oharactersln the.e .teries oome frem LGBT 
lamilie •. 

And Tango Makes !hr••• by Ju.tin Riohards"" and Peter 
Parnen.lllus. by Henry 
Cole. 2005. Sim"" & 
Sohu.ter Children'. 
Publishing. Based on a true 
.tory 01 two male penguins 
at the Central Park Zoo 
whoroh"d a baby penguin 
together. this i. a heart 
warming and fun sta:y. 

Emnn and MH.ha My Boy. by Kalllyn Considine. nIu •. by 
Binny Hobb •. 2005. www.twemembc,,:h.rom. A very simple 
bod< In whkh Emma learn. frem her two mom. how to be 
nioe to her oat . It i. easy and engaging fa: ohildren with 
<:artocnlike illu.tr ation s. 

F.licu·. FaIXTi. Slay. by Le.lh 
Newman.lllu •. by Adriana Rcrno. 
2002. Ridley Park, PA: '!'woLive. 
Publishing.ln thl••1Jll'l. book 
ohil dr en leem about a loving hm
ily with two moms and an adopted 
dau~t.r. They listen in on 
FeUda'.lavorit. bedtime .tory
how her lamily <:arne to be. 

DJ. lidy. Papa. and Me, by 
Leolea Newman.lllus. by Carol 
Thompsen. 2009. B""keley. 
Trkyde Pres •. A toddler and 
hi. two daddies .pend the day 
together. Everyday aotivltie. are 
oola:funy drawn and written 
about in rhyming text. 

Mann Fat Ant. Yuckl by Barbara Lynn 
Edmonds.lllu•. by Matthew Dani.le. 
Eugen •• Q.goo: Hundredth Munohy 
Publkatlons. A pay/u1.lunny .tory 
about one moth.. In a tW<>Jllom 
hou.ehd d who eats .eme ant-<:ov
....d rai.ln, byn'i.take and in.pr... 
her yrungeot daughter to begin 
.peaking: "Marna eat ant, yuokr 

Undo Bobby's Weddilg. by Sarah S. Bronnen. 20M UP. 
Putnam'. and Son •. 
This tender sta:y. us.lng animals 
as the oharaot.... focu ... on 
Chloe. whoio ..d beoaus. her 
Uncle Bobby is marrying hi. 
partner ••h.1o afrold that .h. 
will ncA. be spedal to him any. 
men. She ends up di.oovering 
that .he now has twoundes who 
love and oherishher 

Books that address Issues concerning LGBT 
families 

Thesebooks ral.e and .ddress some a the oooflict. a: 
issu•• that m.y arise in relation to LGBT I amili es. 

Antonio's C'n.rd/La Tarjela d. 
Antonio, 
by Rigoberto Goozale:z. luus. By 
Ce<:ilia CCIloepda. A1var ... . 2005. 
(Billnguai English/Spanish). San 
Francisoo: Children'. Book Pre ... 
In this book Ia: ohildren 5 or older, 
Antcnlo .earohe.la: a way to 
exl'"'e•• hi. aUection fa: his mcA.her 
and her partner en McA.her's Day. 

A.ha .. MIRJ1., by Rosamund 
Elwlnd and Mi"hei. Paul.e. 
Illu •. by Dawn Lee. 1993-
Taento: Women's Pre.s. 
A.h. ha. tofao. the bia. and 
i!"erano. 01 her teaoh"", who 
doesn't a"'epther family. 
Asha', mem. advocate fa her, 
and all the ohildren iearn more 
about the diversity of lamilie •. 

Molly's Family, by Nan<:y Garden. 
Illu •. by Shuen Wooding. 2004 . 
New Yerlc Fanar Straus Qroux. 
While hap>ily drawing a f'aily 
pkture fer be.ok-to-o<hod night. 
Moliyi. ocn/ronted bya dassmate 
who tell. her that she oan't have 
a "mcmmy and a marna: The 
teaoh""'. respen.e and resolutien 
are vaiuable rolemodels. 

http:Publishing.ln
www.twemembc,,:h.rom
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One Dad, Two Dad" Broum Dad, Blue Dad" by Johnny 
Valentine. mu •. by Melody Suecl<y. 1994. Los Angeles: 
Aly.on Wcnderland In a whim.icaland plaJAul manner, a 
child leun. abrutanolher ~hild's family ~omposed of blue 
dad•. Many of the questicn. asked abrut having blue d.d. 
are the .ame questions etten a.ked abrut h.ving two dad•. 

Gender 

The metn ~har.cter.1n the.e book. come to a new under
standing of gender stereolyplng and gender Identity In 
th emseIv.. and oth er •. 

10,000 Dr_.., by MarCIle Ewert 
Rlus. by Res R.y. 2O()!I. s.""n 
3.aies Pr•••. Av... y ... ell-wrftten 
.tory.bout Bailey, ... ho In her 
dream. i•• yamggirl. Every 
nl~t .h. dr.am••bout magical 
dre ••••. Unlatunolely, when 
Bafley ... akes up, nobody wants 
to h••r .brut h ... be.utiful 
dream. becau•••he i. anatan£. 
cany a ~ and her family and 

friends say .he .houldn't be thinking about dre ..... at 
all However, Bafley meets an older sir! who I. truched 
and inspired by Bailey'. dreams and crurage. EventuaUy 

they otartmaklng dre.... together that represent Bailey'. 
dreams ~cmingtolile. 

early: S'te ', Slill My Daddy, by Mary Boenke. ruuo. by 
Dolae. Dudley. 2004. PF1.Aa{lNET. (Avoilable from Two 
Llv.. Publishing.) Thi. booklet , wrlUen from a child'. pant 
of view, i. about • f.ther '. tran.iticn from CarltoCarly. 
Thl. I. the only e.rly elementary text for ~hildren th.t we 
h.ve famd on a tran.gender lamiJy. 

Fugdog, by Andr.a U'Ren
2001. Fan ar, 3.r.u. &GirOIll<
Gend.r bi.... an d assUlllJ=> 
lions are explaed in thi. hm 
book about th.rnI.taken gen
der Identity of • dog. Thl. is • 
lively, engaging way to open 
up the topic of gmder bl..... 
and roles with chOdren. 

Resources 

NAEYC. :IDS. ""'""", ,t..Ioment.NAF:fC cod. of oth.,..lcondoc:t and 
ftatet'Mn t of commitment. ~v. ed. B~Qle.W&.1hington. DC: Aathor. 
,"",~actl_l \oI>&tltemont4othlcAl_oond oct 

Cop)l1gti .2010 bythe NIIimoI....-n ..'''. Educollon ~ Young Oil.... n. 
S.. Pemis!lon; and I',tpji'D ol1lne at MI'ftJIKJ'.MO'Y<~.nNs$IIIt• . 
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